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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles or drones are 
a relatively new technology that is still developing 
and that go beyond their original military purposes 
as they are used in peacetime as well by official 
institutions, private entities, media, and even 
citizens. Modern society is now facing tremendous 
increase of the abuse of drones by terrorists and 
other controversial organizations motivated by 
different goals, but united in the same intention to 
seriously undermine the security of countries 
around the world. The aim of this paper is to show 
the need of a strict and detailed regulation even 
though we are facing understandable concerns of 
lawmakers. In this paper the descriptive method is 
used. The author gives a general overview of the 
drones and the main issues, concerning a right to 
privacy and public security. Also, the drone’s 
regulation systems in France, Germany and Italy 
are presented and at the end, the authors suggest 
a reasonable model of regulation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Drones, or “unmanned aerial vehicles,” (UAV) 
have flown into our lives both for the consumer 
hobbyist and as commercial and military devices. 
The market for drones used across all sectors is 
expected to reach $141 billion by 2023, with the 
commercial drone market size making up at least 
$17 billion of that.  

UAVs are a relatively new technology that is still 
developing and that went beyond its original 
military purpose. There are already various 
applications in agriculture and forestry, border 
surveillance, environmental monitoring, and 
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many others. The development of technology and 
the expansion of the use of UAV demands a legal 
framework. Unmanned aerial vehicles, 
colloquially known as drones, have raised 
understandable concerns of lawmakers. Legal 
acts concerning the use of UAV are primarily 
directed towards the safety of people whose life 
could be at risk from the use of drones. Drones 
can be very easy to obtain and make and there is 
always a risk of overwhelmed airspace inter alia. 
That is why it is necessary to register every 
vehicle and regulate its use. It appears the 
problem of personal data protection, which every 
operator of unmanned aircraft should be familiar 
with. It is also necessary to think about legal acts 
which could regulate the quality of data that would 
be usable for certain purposes. Laws and 
regulations on UAV are very similar in all 
countries where they exist and above all they are 
based on security. The authorities have to be 
aware of what might be achieved by using drones 
and every illegal activity have to be prevented. 

In the broadest sense, unmanned aerial vehicles 
or drones are mostly mentioned when reporting 
on military interventions. But drones are used 
outside of conflicts within national borders and 
are used to monitor what triggers controversy 
about the right to privacy, which is one of the 
fundamental human rights. They are used in 
peacetime as well: by official institutions, private 
entities, media, and even citizens.  For example, 
authorities in Kenya are planning to use drones in 
the fight against the killing of rhinos and 
elephants who the frequent victims of poachers. 
Google has already allocated 5 million US dollars 
for this purpose. Journalism using drones (Drone 
Journalism) is already taking hold and 
Volkswagen has recently made some very 
interesting videos using drones during 
automobile collisions. With drones one can 
record sounds, make videos or photos.  can be 
used to capture and identify persons, objects and 
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places as well. Drones have utility in agriculture 
also; in fact, they can be used in several ways in 
farming operations. For example, drones permit 
farmers to get a visual view of their fields from 
vantage points that were not previously 
accessible. 

Drones are unmanned aircraft that are operated 
from the ground. Their path, if necessary, can be 
determined in advance, and can be also 
managed during the flight. These aircraft can be 
of different sizes; There are drones the size of 
smaller aircraft as well as the size and shape of a 
bird. They are used for armed attacks and the 
surveillance of the terrain in the zones of conflict. 

2. SHORT HISTORICAL OVERVIEW  

The first military use of UAVs dates back to World 
War I when early tests were carried out—one in 
1917by the United Kingdom (UK) involved a 
radio-controlled Sopwith Camel biplane loaded 
with dynamite. In World War II, about 15,000 
UAVs were built in one Southern California plant 
alone for anti-aircraft targeting purposes. U.S. 
military interest and use of UAVs waxed and 
waned during the Cold War. UAV use then 
drastically increased due to Section 220 of the 
National Defense Authorization Act, FY 2001 
(from 2000) which mandated the fielding of 
unmanned air and ground vehicles, combined 
with the September 11, 2001, attacks on the 
World Trade Towers and the Pentagon, resulting 
in the use of armed drones in increasing numbers 
in the global war against al-Qaida. Terrorist and 
insurgent use (and attempted use) of UAVs 
spans the 1994 Aum Shinrikyo cult’s attempt to 
use weaponized drones through the 2015 Islamic 
State (IS) use of these crafts for reconnaissance 
and propaganda video purposes. Such groups 
are still very much in an experimental phase of 
using these crafts and possess relatively few of 
them, and - when they do have them in their 
inventories - they tend to be inferior commercial 
models (as opposed to military grade UAVs). 

What is for certain is that a global drone industry 
is blooming.  Problem is, as it so often happens 
in such a quickly evolving ecosystem, policy 
makers are having a hard time keeping up. While 
some countries have clear, established drone 
laws, many others don’t, or the existing 
regulations don’t take into account how much the 

UAV landscape has changed over the last 
several years. 

3. METHOD  

In the hands of malicious people, useful 
technological devices have become dangerous 
weapons. Modern society is now facing with 
tremendous increase of the abuse of drones 
(UAVs) by terrorist and other controversial 
organizations motivated by different goals, but 
united in the same intention to seriously 
undermine the security of countries around the 
world. Therefore, drones are becoming a big 
threat to people's safety, critical infrastructure, 
and other aircrafts. They can be used in a variety 
of illegal and dangerous purposes, such as 
spying and intelligence gathering, smuggling or 
even be used as a platform for weapons. 
Because of its size, low speed and low-flight 
zone, they are difficult to detect.  

In most European countries the procedure is 
similar. To get a permission, an interested person 
should submit a request to the Directorate for civil 
aviation management. After the Directorate 
approves, the person has to take a professional 
exam in the field of the rules laid down in the 
Regulations. The candidate answers various 
questions and, depending on the score, receives 
license to operate a drone. The candidate is 
required to register unmanned aircraft and to 
submit a declaration that he is able to operate the 
spacecraft. When the whole procedure is passed, 
the candidate receives a license. Sometimes it is 
necessary to seek a further approval by the 
Ministry of Defense to capture a drone. 

According to the regulation, anyone can buy 
unmanned vehicle, but for its management, it is 
necessary to possess a permission. The permit is 
needed because the drones shooting videos can 
seriously endanger both security and privacy of 
individuals or groups.  

There are drones on the market that weigh tens 
of kilograms, have jet engines and can fly up to 
100 km / h, which can seriously threaten air traffic 
and lead to fatal outcomes.  

About 95% of all registered drones are used for 
recording. The most common use is for shooting 
movies, videos, blogs, advertisements, events 
etc. The drones are also used in industry for 
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thermal imaging, inspection of pipelines and 
power lines, recording the conditions for the 
application of agrotechnical measures, geodetic 
surveys and the like. Of course, depending on 
what a person wants to do with the drone, vary 
steps to be taken to keep everything in 
accordance with the rules and the law. For 
example, in Serbia, for sporting purposes and 
leisure travel, flying is possible in regions of one 
and two, which the Regulations define as 
uninhabited areas, away from commercial 
properties, in order to avoid any possible damage 
to air traffic, or to present danger to people and 
property in the country.  

4. LEGAL REGULATIONS IN DIFFERENT 

COUNTRIES (FRANCE, GERMANY, AND ITALY) 

There are some common rules that must be 
followed when operating the drones: 

 • Drones can fly only during the day and at all 
times be in sight of the one who controls them, 
and that not more than 500 feet away  

• Maximum altitude is 100 meters above the 
ground, unless the Directorate allows more  

• Unmanned vehicle can be used in undeveloped 
and uninhabited areas 

• For the commercial purposes, it is possible to 
use drones, but with the prior approval of the 
Directorate  

•The flight must be scheduled in the flight service 
5 to 10 days in advance, what means that every 
flight should be well planned. A person who has 
a license to operate the drone must inform the 
authority of the municipality of flight, flight path, 
starting time and ending time and the purpose of 
the flight. Drone may be launched only after 
obtaining permission from the competent 
authorities.  

France  

• All drones of 800g or more must be 
registered by their owner on AlphaTango, 
the public portal for users of remotely piloted 
aircraft. The drone then receives a 
registration number that must be affixed 
permanently, visibly, on the drone and must 
allow reading from a distance of 30 
centimeters, with the naked eye.  The drone 

pilot must be able to provide proof of 
registration in the event of a check.  

• Drone pilots must maintain a line of sight 
with their drones at all times. If another visual 
observer is tracking the drone, the pilot may 
fly out of own range of sight. 

• Drones may not be flown at night (unless 
with special authorization from the local 
prefect). 

• Drones may not be flown over people; over 
airports or airfields; over private property 
(unless with owner’s authorization); over 
military installations, prisons, nuclear power 
plants, historical monuments, or national 
parks.  

• Drones may also not be flown over ongoing 
fires, accident zones, or around emergency 
services. 

• Drones may not be flown above 150 meters 
(492 feet), or higher than 50 meters (164 
feet) above any object or building that is 100 
meters (328 feet) or more in height. 

Germany  

• Drones may not fly above 100 meters (328 
feet) without a permit. In controlled airspace, 
the maximum altitude allowed is 50 meters 
(164 feet). 

• Drone pilots must maintain a direct line of 
sight with their drones at all times. According 
to our research, an exception might be 
permissible in the case of FPV flying when 
the drone flies no higher than 30 meters (98 
feet) above the ground and weighs no more 
than 250 grams (.55 pounds). FPV (first-
person view) is a method used to control a 
radio-controlled vehicle from the driver or 
pilot’s view point.  

• Drones over 5 kilograms (11 pounds) may 
not be flown at night without a permit. 

• Drones weighing up to 5 kilograms (11 
pounds) may be flown without a permit, but 
a license is required to fly a drone weighing 
more than 2 kilograms (4.4 pounds). 

• Drone insurance is required for all drone 
operations in Germany. 

• Drones may not be flown within 1.5 
kilometers (.93 miles) or closer to an airport. 

• All drones weighing 250 grams (.55 pounds) 
or more must be labeled with a fireproof 
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badge containing the name and address of 
the drone owner/operator. 

• Drones may not be flown over crowds, 
industrial areas, disaster areas, prisons, 
residential areas, certain traffic routes, and 
several other areas designated as sensitive. 
See this map for more information on where 
drones are banned in Germany. 

• Drones may not be flown above and at a 
lateral distance of 100 meters from federal 
highways, federal waterways, and railway 
facilities. 

• Drones may not be flown over nature 
conservation areas protected under the 
Federal Nature Conservation Act. 

• Drones that are able to record/transfer 
optical, acoustic, or radio signals are 
forbidden over residential areas unless the 
owners have agreed to the flight. 

Italy  

• All drones that allow the transmission of data 
in real time must be equipped with an 
Electronic Identification Device. 

• Drone pilots must maintain a direct line of 
sight with their drone during operations. 

• Drones may not be flown at night. 
• Drones are not allowed to fly over people or 

crowds, including sports events, concerts, 
and other large events. 

• Drones being flown for recreational 
purposes may not fly more than 70 meters 
(230 feet) above the ground, and drones 
being flown for commercial purposes may 
not fly more than 150 meters (492 feet) 
above the ground. 

• Drones may not be flown within 5 kilometers 
(6.8 miles) of any airport or airfield. 

• Commercial drone pilots conducting low-risk 
operations must submit a statement of 
compliance with specific requirements to 
ENAC along with a 94 Euro processing fee. 
For higher risk operations, commercial 
drone pilots must obtain a training and 
operating certificate as well as a health 
certificate.  

There are several issues concerning drones that 
need to be discussed, as: 

• Privacy 
• Safety and security 

• Noises 

Privacy: The biggest issue dominating ethical and 
legal discussions about drones is the concern 
about privacy (Bird, 2014). A concern about 
invasion of privacy, in particular when it comes to 
private property, has long been an issue tied to 
gathering geographic information, whether it’s 
gathering imagery via satellite, airplanes, or 
drones (Onsrud, Johnson, and Lopez, 1994). 
People are entitled to freedom from government 
interference in the quiet use and enjoyment of 
their property, but only to a certain extent. The 
level of that extent is still developing in the eyes 
of the law. Such guarantees and protections are 
today embodied in most countries’ laws as well 
as in various international rights legislation. Of 
especial note, the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights (ICCPR) was first adopted by 
the UN General Assembly on the 16th December 
1966 and took force from the 23rd March 1976 
committing parties to respect civil and political 
rights of individuals, including the right to life, 
freedom of religion, freedom of speech, of 
movement or assembly as well as the right to due 
process and a fair trial. Also, the right to privacy 
is recognized worldwide and needs to be 
protected as a fundamental one, especially 
nowadays. Article 12 of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights (UDHR) recites: “No one shall 
be subjected to arbitrary interference with his 
privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to 
attacks upon his honor and reputation. Everyone  
has the right to the protection of the law against 
such interference or attacks.” 

Aside from the presence of a powerful tool such 
as the UDHR, the right to privacy was further 
taken into great consideration in relation to the 
digital age by the OHCHR.  The Human Rights 
Council, in fact, adopted in 2014 Resolution 
68/167 which deals specifically with the 
protection of the right to privacy in the digital age. 
The Council fully recognized the particular need 
to consider the human rights implication in a 
context of “interception of digital communications 
and collection of personal data, including on a 
mass scale, with a view to identifying challenges 
and best practices.” 

 Privacy rights advocates fear that drone 
capabilities are bringing us closer to a 
“surveillance society” in which our every move is 
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monitored, recorded, and scrutinized by the 
government, and they have led the fight to either 
require police to obtain a warrant before using a 
drone or to ban the use of drones altogether 
(Bentley, 2019). 

Safety: Since drones are flown at a low attitude, 
safety is also a primary concern. Above all, the 
collective security system remains a fundamental 
part of the legal framework in every country. 
Collective security is defined by Roberts and 
Kingsbury as: ‘an arrangement where each state 
in the system accepts that security of one of them 
is a concern of all, and agrees to join in a 
collective response to aggression (Roberts and 
Kingsbury, 1983). 

Noise: The required low altitude flying means that 
drone operations can be incredibly noisy and 
therefore present an intrusion upon wildlife and 
local populations.  

Also, it is important to emphasize the ethical 
questions concerning drones. There are three 
basic categories of drones: recreational, 
commercial, and military drones. Recreational 
drones are used mainly for recreational purposes. 
These drones could be used, for example, for 
hobby purposes while being flown in a park to 
take photographs from unusual perspectives and 
angles. Civilian and commercial drones could be 
used by businesses for surveillance, domestic 
policing, the delivery of goods and for oil, gas, 
and mineral exploration. Military drones are used 
for a variety of purposes such as reconnaissance, 
surveillance, remote sensing, armed attacks, and 
warfare. Each of the purposes for which drones 
are deployed have their own set of ethical issues 
and problems. 

What is certain, the actions of drones can only be 
evaluated based upon the actions of the person 
controlling them, unless they are fully 
autonomous.`` It is from this interaction between 
the technical use of the drone by the user and the 
technical use of the drone as it affects another 
person, that ethical issues with drones arise. A 
preliminary ethical analysis using standard 
ethical principles can be developed from how the 
intentions of the users of a drone affect a person 
or persons affected by usage of the drone (R. 
Willson, 2014). 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

Legal regulations should be based on safety and 
prescribed operational and technical 
requirements that should apply to national, 
regional and global levels. Legal regulations need 
to protect society from the possible compromising 
use of drones. 

It is absolutely necessary to reconcile and 
harmonize the protection of human rights and the 
development of technology, which in this 
concrete context means: 

• The collection, use, transfer and retention of 
personal data should be reduced to a minimum 
and the data collected may not be held or used 
for purposes that differ from the purposes for 
which they were collected.  

• Recording equipment should be adjusted so 
as to limit the possibility of recording and zooming 
locations that are not of direct concern. It is 
necessary to keep in mind the prevention of 
capturing those locations where citizens have 
rights to their privacy.  

• Access to the data collected should be 
granted only to a narrow circle of authorized 
persons. 

• The public should be informed of the reasons 
for using the drones, as well as policies and 
procedures. This information has to be available 
via the website, print publications, and social 
networks. It is particularly important to inform in 
advance the interested citizens on each use of 
drones. This notice should include the information 
about data collection, providing further details 
about who is collecting data and how it is possible 
to establish the contact with the operator.  

• Legislators should adopt data retention 
procedures that require heightened levels of 
suspicion and increased procedural protections 
for accessing stored data gathered by aerial 
surveillance. After a legislatively determined 
period of time, all stored data should be deleted. 

• Legislators should enact transparency and 
accountability measures, requiring government 
agencies to publish on a regular basis information 
about the use of aerial surveillance devices (both 
manned and unmanned). 
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